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DRIVERS
(CDL & non CDL)

MV Transportation is the fastest 
growing and most dynamic 
Transportation management 
firm in the nation. Our success is 
attributed to our employees and 
our exceptional management 
team. We are searching for drivers 
(CDL & non CDL) interested in 
launching a career within the 
transportation industry within our 
Brooklyn facility.

1926 Atlantic Ave. Brooklyn, NY 11233
Phone: 718-245-1349

   years of age

   work available as well as overtime) 

Also hiring mechanics, utility personnel, dispatchers and dispatch assistant

We Provide Freedom™

Spa & NY Laser Center For Men & Women
Randee Elaine

180 7th Avenue South (below 14th Street)
www.nylaser.net OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK FROM 10AM-10PM

FREE LASER CONSULTATIONS

866.571.9902

LASER HAIR 
REMOVAL

$150 SPECIAL
 Full leg w/bikini 

    ($50 extra Brazilian) 
 Back Area  Buttocks 
 Chest  Arms 

ADULT ACNE 
REMOVAL LASER

Dries up sebaceous
oil glands

$50 INTRO

ADULT ACNE 
REMOVAL LASER

Dries up sebaceous
oil glands

$50 INTRO
TEETH WHITENING
Same system used by 

dentists!
$50 INTRO

TEETH WHITENING
Same system used by 

dentists!
$50 INTRO

MICRO-
DERMABRASION

Exfoliates dead skin, leaving 
new skin smooth and 
radiant! Takes away 

discoloration.
INTRO $50

Combine with 
Oxygen

Treatment: add $25

MICRO-
DERMABRASION

Exfoliates dead skin, leaving 
new skin smooth and 
radiant! Takes away 

discoloration.
INTRO $50

Combine with 
Oxygen

Treatment: add $25

ADULT ACNEADULT ACNE

$50 INTRO$50 INTRO

SKIN 
TIGHTENING 

LASER
Tighten your Face, Abs, 
Buttocks, Love Handles,
Remove Stretch Marks, 

And More!
$99 INTRO

SKIN 
TIGHTENING 

LASER
Tighten your Face, Abs, 
Buttocks, Love Handles,
Remove Stretch Marks, 

And More!
$99 INTRO

PHOTO FACIAL
Removes Brown Spots, Age 
Spots, Veins, Fine Lines and 

More!   $99 INTRO

PHOTO FACIAL
Removes Brown Spots, Age 
Spots, Veins, Fine Lines and 

More!   $99 INTRO

SALON 
SPECIALS $15

SALON 
SPECIALS $15

Remove Acne Scars,
Face and Body Scars, 

FRACTIONAL 
LASER $150 INTRO

Remove Acne Scars,
Face and Body Scars, 

FRACTIONAL 
LASER $150 INTRO

NONSURGICAL
FACE LIFT $50
NONSURGICAL
FACE LIFT $50

WE WILL BEAT ALL COMPETITORS PRICES BY 10% W/THEIR AD! 
*INTRO SPECIALS FOR NEW CLIENTS WITH AD.

10Y % W/THEIR AD!

THERMAGE

   non-abrasive

10% OFFw/AD

SKINSKIN

May Specials 
choose Any 2 

for $99

w/oxygen treatment

w/oxygen treatment

whitening

May Specials 
choose Any 2 

for $99

w/oxygen treatment

w/oxygen treatment

whitening

NEW Non-Surgical 

wrinkles around above, 

treatment

pictured people sitting 
outside. Then I knew the 
experience that the guests 
could have. [The Zen Mar-
tini is inspired] by that.

I work with the chefs. I use 
the fruit and vegetable 

walk-in [refrigerator] and 
see what we have. I see 
a cucumber, I use it. The 
cocktail list is an exten-
sion of the menu. The 
great thing about the Zen 
Martini, for example, is if 
you have fried chicken, it’s 
oily, and if you drink this, 
it cleans your palate.

When I spend time creat-
ing things and someone re-
ally genuinely comes up to 
me and tells me that [the 
drink was their] favorite 
part of the night. 
    Times are tough, so I’m 
fortunate enough to work 
in a place where we see 
the best side of [people]. I 
see them when they’re let-
ting off steam and they’re 
coming to enjoy them-
selves and get away from 
whatever they’re going 
through. Whether they’re 
going to work tomorrow, 
I don’t know, or whether 
they’re going to get laid off 
tomorrow, I don’t know, but 
they’re gonna have a good 
time while they’re here.

Pairing cocktails 
and comfort food

Ingredients:

Directions:

Special to amNewYork

As beverage director for 
comfort-food restaurant 
Delicatessen, Damon Dunay, 
33, can’t stand it when a pa-
tron orders a drink purely 
to get wasted. “It’s OK to get 
drunk, but maybe we can 
enjoy ourselves at the same 
time,” he said.

In that spirit, Dunay cre-
ated a summer beverage 
menu for the SoHo spot 
that’s filled with fresh, fla-
vorful ingredients, such as 
hibiscus, pear and basil. 

The Cold Toddy. It’s a varia-
tion on a hot toddy for the 
summer. It’s bourbon 
with lemon, honey syrup 
infused with vanilla and 
clove. I spend time two 
days beforehand … creat-
ing this really nice syrup. 

The Zen Martini. It’s the 
anchor. When I first came 
to Delicatessen, it was a 
construction site, and I 
had no idea what I was 
walking into. I saw [the 
location in SoHo] and I 


